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With this current issue, volume seven number two, the Journal has finally "caught up." This is, I feel, an admirable accomplishment for a staff which has numbered twenty-five or less throughout the school year. And notwithstanding the rush under which this staff labored, it strove to maintain the high standards and professionalism which should characterize a scholarly legal periodical. It remained innovative, as witnessed by the Journal's inauguration of the concept of the "theme" issue with volume six number two's in-depth covering of joint venturing in Japan and it remained creative, providing six student notes and six book reviews in nine months.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to my staff for their hard work and dedication without which our Journal could not have continued to grow and improve. I would also like to extend the gratitude of the staff to Dean Lindsey Cowen for his confidence in us, which manifested itself in generous financial support; to Miss Pat Ferry, the Executive Assistant to the Dean, for her moral support; and to Professor Sidney Picker Jr., our advisor, whose door has always been open.

I would also like to welcome Mr. Patrick McLaughlin and the 1975-1976 staff. We are confident that they will successfully continue the growth process begun by this year's staff and further the reputation of the Journal throughout the international legal community.

John E. Codrea